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WELCOME TO NORWAY

This might be your first time in Norway - or not! 
However, we're sure you are wondering what the 
people are like. You might have ideas of 
stereotypes that include blonde hair, knitted 
sweaters and hiking boots - but we think you'll 
find that Norway is a rich and diverse country 
filled with all types of people, just wait and see!  

We are big fans of football, even if we're not so 
good at it, and winter sports where we do pretty 
well. Norwegians can sometimes be assumed to 
be shy at the beginning. We can seem a bit quiet 
and we are used to having a large bubble of 
personal space. It 's not unusual to enter a bus 
and see all the passengers sitting separately to 
get as far away from strangers as possible. 
However if you ever feel a bit lost during your 
stay in Norway feel free to ask for assistance. 
Norwegians tend to be helpful and friendly, we 
can sometimes just be a bit overly mindful of 
your self-reliance and don't want to impose. 

As you're packing your luggage for this year 's VSS 
you might wonder what to bring. To be honest 
it 's advised to be prepared for anything. The 
summers in Norway are warm and up to around 

30°C, but it an also get cool and rainy. As a result 
of this we have a saying that goes: "Det finnes ikke 
dårlig vær, bare dårlig klær". Directly translated it 
means: "There's no bad weather, only bad 
clothing" (or "cleather" if you're a fan of rhymes). 

As a good example we've been having some funny 
weather throughout spring and early summer. At 
the moment I'm writing this people up in northern 
Norway are going skiing, while down south it is 
now prohibited to barbecue because of forest fire 
danger. 

There's a lot more to this country and the various 
people living there. Maybe you are even able to 
travel a bit and experience more of what Norway 
has to offer. In the end we hope you enjoy your 
time at the VSS and that you will make memories 
for life. 

See you soon!

WILLKOMMEN! BIENVENUE! WELCOME!



DAILY PROGRAM
Please note that this is a draft program that could very well change in 

one way or another before we meet on Utøya in July! 



Norwegian summers can be quite full of 

surprises! July tend to be a nice month in the 

southeastern part of the country with 

temperatures between 20 to 25 degrees. 

Sometimes, if we are lucky, the thermometer 

can even reach up to 30! This, of course, 

depends on the sun. If it decides to stay hidden 

behind clouds, do not be surprised if it does 

not get warmer than 15 degrees. This is why I 

would recommend you to bring some summer 

clothes as well as something a bit warmer and 

waterproof, as it can also get rainy and windy! 

Some activities are outside, for example, the 

community project, so be prepared!

The local currency of Norway is the krone 
(NOK), which can be literally translated to 
crown. You will often see it shortened to 
only kr , which is the equivalent of the 
Dollar or Euro signs. Cards are widely 
accepted. Sometimes it is also the only 
payment method accepted. You might 
have heard some rumors that Norway can 
be somehow?  expensive?  Well I am sorry 
to tell you, but this rumor is completely 
true! If you have ever heard of the Big Mac 
Index, Norway had the second highest 
score as of last year. Here is a litt le 
overview about prices in our beautiful 
country.

1? is about 9.45kr
3.20? (30kr) for a cup of black coffee

3.70? (35kr) for a single ticket in Oslo?s 
public transportation

9.50? (90kr) for a beer at the 
bar/restaurant

12? (115kr) for a regular fast food meal

40? (375kr) for a meal in a mid-range 
restaurant

115? (1100kr) for a pair of jeans

Refer yourself to what has been written in the 

previous VSS News, in the What to do section 

for accommodation in Oslo.

In Norway, it is also possible, thanks to a right 

called the allemannsretten to camp anywhere 

that is uncultivated land. With this right comes 

great responsibilit ies, of course. You are only 

allowed to camp at least 150 meters away from 

cabins or houses, you can?t make bonfires 

during summer, and you are only authorized to 

camp at the same place for one night, after 

what you will need to ask the owner of the land 

the authorization to stay there. Please make 

sure to clean up after yourself. 

PRACTICAL INFO

CURRENCY AND PRICES

CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE

ACCOMMODATION

EMERGENCY NUMBERS

VSS emergency numbers 

+32 485 602275

+32 489 112935



Public transportation in and around Oslo usually works 

well! The network is quite vast, with various bus (buss), 

tram (trikk), train (tog), ferry (båt) and metro (t-bane) 

lines in Oslo and its suburbs. Ruter is the name of the 

public transport authority in Oslo and you can find 

timetables and fares on their website www.ruter.no/en. 

Tickets have to be bought at machines or kiosks before 

entering the mean of transport. Controls are sporadic 

and the fine for not having a valid ticket is quite 

expensive, 1150kr (120?) to be precise. So please, buy a 

ticket and activate it!

Train is one of the best way to get around the country. 

NSB offers service across the country, as far north as 

Bodø. If you plan on travelling long distances by train, I 

recommend that you buy your ticket more than 24 

hours before your departure, as you could get a 

discount called Minipris.

Flying is also a quite efficient way of travelling around 

Norway, but it is not as sustainable as taking the train. 

Norwegian has a discount code, UNDER26, for people 

under 26 years old, and SAS has youth tickets. Check 

out their website for more information.

Nature is very important to Norwegians. It is very important to take good care of it. 

Norwegian have a great sense of duty and often go down to beaches or forests to pick up 

trash in something called Dugnad (volunteer/community work). Please don?t leave trash 

behind you, and respect the designated paths and trails when hiking or walking in the forest.

- Norway?s electrical outlet is 

Europlug type C and F 

(standard European)

- Shops are closed on 

Sundays, even grocery 

stores.

- Beer can be bought in 

grocery stores from 9 to 20 

on weekdays and 9 to 18 on 

Saturdays. Anything over 

4.75% has to be bought at 

the government-owned 

retailer, Vinmonopolet.

- The international phone 

country code +47

- We are a monarchy and the 

King and Queen are so close 

to the people that they are 

almost like every 

Norwegians? fancy 

grandparents.

HOW TO BEHAVE

TRANSPORTATION

GOOD TO KNOW

http://www.ruter.no/en


Most of you will probably be landing at Oslo 

Airport Gardermoen, which is located some 40 

km outside of the city center. Getting to town 

from there is pretty easy. The airport is very 

well deserved by buses, taxis and trains. As 

taxis are very expensive in Norway and that 

the bus connection is somewhat slow, I would 

definitely recommend you to jump into a train! 

Both the Flytoget Airport Express Train and the 

local NSB commuter train offer service to Oslo 

Central Station. Lucky for you, this is only a 

stone?s throw from the airport, as the journey 

will only take you about 20 minutes.

Both the Flytoget and NSB trains are leaving 

from the airport train station. You will find the 

escalators down to the platforms on the 

Arrivals floor. But don?t worry, everything is 

HOW TO GET TO THE VENUE

 Torp Airport is Oslo?s low-cost airport, which 

means it is located quite far outside of Oslo 

(110 km). There are 3 different ways to get to 

Oslo city center from Torp.

  

PKS Oslo Shut t le Service: This is the 

cheapest option, which only a few 

Norwegians know about, but is widely used 

among Eastern European workers in 

Norway. PKS is located right outside of the 

FROM OSLO AIRPORT GARDERMOEN

FROM SANDEFJORD AIRPORT TORP

well indicated! Make sure to have a valid 

ticket before going onto the platforms, as 

you could get a fine if you get controlled. You 

can buy your ticket at the machines just 

before going down into the station. NB; 

Flytoget and commuters are not departing from 

the same platforms. Look at the info screen for 

more informations. The trains are not of the 

same colour, the Flytoget is grey and NSB trains 

are red.

- If you are a student with a valid ID, the 

Flytoget Airport Express is cheaper, costing 

you 95kr.

- If you are not a student anymore, then 

NSB?s commuter train is cheaper, costing you 

101kr.

Oslo Central Station (Oslo Sentralstasjon in 

Norwegian) is the station you should exit.

Arrivals. For 190kr, they will bring you to 

Oslo Bus Terminal in around 1,5 hours. 

Departure times are coinciding with all 

flights arriving from Poland. 

www.pksoslo.com Torp-Ekspressen: The 

buses depart from just outside the Arrivals 

and take about 1,5 hour to reach Oslo 

Central Station. The prices are 199kr for 

students and 259kr for adults. Departure 

times vary depending on the day. 

www.torpekspressen.no 

http://www.pksoslo.com
http://www.torpekspressen.no


NSB t rain: Buy your ticket at the automat in the Arrivals, take the free shuttle to Torp?s train 

station. Trains depart once every hour and the journey takes about 2 hours. The prices are 

211kr for students and 249kr for adults. NB; from Tønsberg, you will have to transfer to a bus 

replacement, as they are currently working on the rails. www.nsb.no/en

FROM OSLO CENTRAL STATION TO THE PRETTY UTØYA   
This year, you will get to the venue via public transportation. Once you arrive at Oslo Central 

and are on the platform, make your way inside the main station building where the big screen 

with the departures are. Look for the indications for Oslo Bussterminal. It should be on your 

left hand side when facing the screen. The walk is about 200 meters. You will have to get 

outside, cross a pedestrian bridge over the street, before entering the bus terminal. 

Bus: 200 direction Hønefoss

Get  of f  at : Sundvollen

Journey: Around 1 hour

Pr ice: 150kr for a single ticket. You are more than three? Buy your tickets together, you will 

get a group price with tickets costing only 101kr

Where t o buy: On the Brakar Billett app (Orange icon, NOT the green one) or at the ticket 

booth at the bus station. NB; tickets can be bought on the bus, but to make sure you get a seat, 

as you will be travelling close to rush hour, we recommend that you buy the ticket in advance. Also, 

buying your ticket from the driver is more expensive.

ARE YOU DRIVING?
Follow the indications for the E18 out of Oslo, 

in direction of Drammen until you reach 

Sandvika. Take out at the exit 16, direction 

Bergen. You will now hold onto the E16 for 19 

kilometers, before exiting at the exit indicated 

as ?Nes i Hole?. From there, it is only a 5 

kilometers? drive to the ferry dock. Be 

attentive, as the sign ?Utøya?, pointing to the 

parking near the dock is not very big.

http://www.nsb.no/en


CHECK IN AT THE VENUE
Now that you have gotten yourself to the venue there are some practical steps to take.

At the venue, you will have to register your arrival by going through the VSS check-in progress 

and take the classic picture with the VSS Sunflower! Here are some important steps of the 

check-in progress

1. Get your name tag

2. Sign the participants list

3. Present your travel documents, that means:

- ALL booking confirmations, it ineraries or receipts showing your name, from 

where to where you have traveled and how, and the price you paid for both ways: 

arrival and departures

- ALL boarding passes, bus tickets, gas receipts stating from where to where have 

you traveled. Screenshots of boarding passes and recipes from mobile 

app/phones work as well! Remember to screenshot it before the app deletes it!!

4. Present your visa information, if applicable

5. Present your national ID or passport 

6. Get your room number and access to your room 

7. Get your VSS t-shirt and welcome bag! 

8. Have your picture taken with the VSS SUNFLOWER

9. Get a tour around the venue with the Support Team!



UNICORNS AND SURPRISES! 

  

Aha! Got you, this article is actually not about glitter and fluffy unicorns ? It is about something 
much more important: Your  t ravel docum ent s! The travel documents are one of the pillars of 
the VSS, or the VSS funding at least! So it is very important that everybody takes part in this 
process and submits all their travel documents. 

This year we aim to have all travel documents handed in, but this can only happen if everybody 
is on board! Please check if you have submitted on your Mysummit or via email to Alma: 

A. Your t ravel i t inerary which you got in (most likely) a PDF format with your confirmation. 

B. Your t ravel receipt , also most likely a PDF with your confirmation.  

 

  

C. All other t icket s/ conf irm at ion/ receipt s for travels,  buses, trains, gas, etc. 

When arriving in Utoya it is very important that you have with you your BOARDING PASS from 
your journey to Norway. Most likely your boarding passes will be: 

A. Paper  boarding passes ? Those you print at the airport. Keep them safe and secure until you 
arrive at the venue. Alma will get them from you at check in to make a copy, if you want them 
back you can have them afterwards. For the way back home keep them as well, and please take 
clear photos or scans of them and send to Alma via email. 

B. Elect ronic boarding passes ? For those who take sustainability (or convenience) seriously! 
Please, please, please remember to TAKE A SCREENSHOT of your boarding passes for both your 
travels to and from Norway. And remember to take the screenshot before boarding the plane, 
sometimes they get deleted after the flight!  

BA12345 BA12345



The VSS is so close! We don?t want you to miss a 
thing so here is a list of what you should bring!

- Receipt, tickets and boarding passes from 
you travel to the VSS and back home

- Sunscreen, sunglasses
- Your swimsuit. We are surrounded by 

water!
- A towel - To shower (especially if you are 

camping) they are not available at the 
venue

- Sports clothes for leisure activities 
- Personal hygiene kit
- A water bottle! Think sustainable and bring 

your own reusable water bottle
- Raincoat, outdoors clothes and warm 

clothes for cool nights
- AFS t-shirts/gadgets or any AFS 

merchandise, souvenirs, food or drinks for 
the bazaar night

- Custom for the Goodbye Party: The theme 
is the 60?s! #letsgetgroovy

- Sleeping bag if you sleep in a tent (we will 
provide them, but if you would prefer your 
own)

- Clothes for the community project: The 
project you choose might inlude 
painting/working outside so bring clothes 
that are not too delicate. 

- Something to take notes (We are trying to 
reduce the amount of paper used, so we 
won?t be giving any)

- Money in cash - Norwegian Krone (ATM not  
available at  t he venue)

- Big smile and a positive energy

WHAT TO PACK?



WHAT CAN YOU BRING?



What do you imagine when you think of a 

Bazaar? People wandering about among 

colorful stands full of goodies? Merchants 

trying to grab customers attention? Goods 

been exchanged? Foods and drinks being 

eaten or drank? Finding surprising and 

interesting things to look at, taste, 

experience?

Well then, you didn?t need any explanation 

of what the VSS Bazaar is after all, that is 

exactly it!

This year the Bazaar will come with a twist 

as the tables for food and drink will be 

assigned not by country but to different 

elements. Depending on what participants 

will bring we might have a ?candy table?, a 

?cheese table? and a ?soda table?. By doing 

this we hope to bring people closer 

together and celebrating the diversity 

within our group rather then to divide into 

countries. 

Don't panic though, you can still bring all 

of your AFS t-shirts, bags, towels, hats, usb 

sticks, rulers, pens and whatnot. 

Volunteers bringing merchandise from 

their AFS organization or country will have 

space to make swaps!

THE BAZAAR

VSS TRADITIONS
During the Bazaar night, visit the other 

participants? stands, find out about their AFS 

organization and see what items they have 

to offer. Here is the catch: t he VSS Bazaar  is 

a bar t er  only m arket ! You can exchange 

products to your heart?s content but not for 

money! 

To accompany this evening of trades and 

discoveries we also invite you to bring some 

gastronomical specialities from your country, 

be it food or drinks. We do want to point out 

that the drinking age in Norway is 18 years, 

20 years for alcohol >22% and of course 

national law also applies to the bazaar night. 

For all import of alcohol participants should 

also be informed about the customs in 

Norway which limits the amount of alcohol 

you can take with you to the country. You can 

find everything about these regulations in 

this info booklet!



Since its origin in Denmark, the Veggie 

Day has become one of the VSS 

traditions that participants love (to hate) 

most! It?s genius in its simplicity. For the 

whole day there will be no meat, chicken 

or fish served at the venue! So in one 

day you get all the delicious veggies that 

your body and brain needs AND you can 

VEGGIE DAY
decrease the ecological footprint of the 

event since eating less meat is known to 

be a healthier and more sustainable 

eating habit. It?s like killing no birds with 

one veggie!! 

Our veggie day this year will be: 11th of 

July, our second day of the venue! 

LEARN NORWEGIAN 
Norway is a country made out of mountains and fjords 
where people would settle in the most unreachable 
places imagined. This has resulted in the Norwegian 
language having a rich variety of dialects. You can get 
used to one dialect, travel half an hour in any 
direction, and then have to get used to a new one.

Just as an example, here are some of the different 
ways of saying ?I?: 

?Jeg?, ?Je?, ?Æ?, ?I?, ?Eg?, ?Ej?, ?Ek? and so on. 

Norwegian even has two written languages: ?Bokmål? 
(book speech) and ?Nynorsk? (New Norwegian).

Since Norway was in union with Denmark for a long 
period of time, all the universities were based in 
Denmark. To get a higher education you would have to 
write in Danish. As a result, Danish has had a large 
influence on the Norwegian language and ?Bokmål? is 
a product of this.

When Norway went out of union with Denmark and 
got its own constitution, it became important for 
Norway to create their own identity. Thus ?New 
Norwegian? came to be as a sort of a protest against 
Bokmål. New Norwegian was based on the dialects 
found around in Norway.

  

Hei ? Hallo

God m orgen  ? Good morning

God nat t  ? Good night

Ha det  ? Good bye

Snakkes senere ? See you later

Ja/Nei ? Yes/No

Tusen Takk  ? Thank you (directly 
translated it means ?a thousand 
thanks?)

Hvordan går  det ? ? How are you?

Jeg har  det  bra ? I am fine

Unnskyld ? Sorry

THE BARE NECESSITIES



  

Pålegg ? You will probably eat a lot of bread while staying in Norway. We love bread and have a 
word encompassing anything you can put on a piece of bread; cheese, slices of fruit/vegetables, 
jam, you name it.

Takk  for  sist  ? Used as a greeting. Directly translated it means ?thank you for the last time?.  The 
time period between seeing each other has no limit.  You can say this to someone you had 
coffee with the day before?  or you can say it to someone you haven?t met since last year?s VSS.

Koselig - The feeling of warmth from sharing simple pleasures in life with people you like. Say 
drinking a cup of coffee together in the early hours of the morning or snuggling beneath a 
blanket and watching a film. 

Takk  for  m at en  ? ?Thanks for the food?. It?s a way of thanking the person providing the food for 
the time and effort that went into making the meal. Usually said at the end of the meal and it is 
considered as polite and common decency to say so. 

SOME NORWEGIAN EXPRESSIONS/WORDS THAT CAN'T BE EASILY 
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH

We also have Sami, the indigenous 
people, in Norway. The stereotypical Sami 
live in Northern Norway, Sweden and 
Finland, and they speak Sami. If you?re 
going to travel around in Norway you will 
be able to see road sign written in Sami. 
Norwegian and Sami are very different, 
and on top there are four different Sami 
languages! 

Three of them are used around in 
Norway; North Sami, South Sami and 
Lulesami.

Hello:
North Sami: Bures 
South Sami: Buerie biejjie
Lulesami: Buoris

Good Morning:
North Sami: Buorre i?it
South Sami: Buerie aerede
Lulesami: Buorre idet!

Thank you:
North Sami: Giitu
South Sami: Gæjhtoe
Lulesami: Gijtto



Have you ever wondered what it takes to be a good VSSer? Well of course: to follow the VSS 

guidelines! All participants and team members are expected to treat each other respectfully, 

participate in all program elements and activities and have a good time!

Here are the VSS guidelines:

VSS GUIDELINES

- VSSers are on t im e ? The ultimate fantasy of any trainer is starting a workshop right on 

time with every participant present. Let?s all make sure this will be the standard, not a 

fantasy at the VSS. Participants are responsible for being always on time. 

- VSSers at t end all sessions of  t he VSS - All participants are expected to attend all sessions 

of the VSS. Leisure and night activities are optional ?  

- VSSers use English t o m ake conversat ions inclusive ? The working language at the VSS is 

English only, please respect this and try to include other participants in your discussions by 

using English around the venue. If you find your self in a situation where others are 

speaking in a language you don't understand and you would like to be included just say 

?snail!?. They will have to switch to English and include you in their conversation.

- VSSers should celebrat e diversit y ? The VSS should be a welcoming and inclusive 

platform. VSSers should always do their best to make others feel comfortable and welcome 

and make efforts to keep language and activities inclusive so everyone can have a positive 

experience.

- VSSers are considerat e ? Some VSSers go early to bed an wake up early, some like to go 

late to bed and wake up just in time for a short breakfast. This is all great, as long as we 

treat each other with respect and do not disturb others and make sure not to be loud 

around the dormitories. 

- The sm okers of  t he VSS are especially considerat e ? Smoking is only allowed in 

designated areas and all stubs must be thrown away.

- VSSers respect  t he nat ional law  and legal dr ink ing age at  t he VSS ? In Norway the legal 

drinking age is 18 years of age, 20 years for >22% alcohol ? It 's the law, and VSSers also 

have to respect and follow the law!

- VSSers are caut ious - Our venue is located on an island and it might seem tempting to 

take a swim in it, please note that this could be dangerous and a lot colder than you might 

expect - it is also ONLY allowed in front of the football lane.

- VSSers don?t  t ouch t he goat s - Venue's orders!

- VSSers respect  t he rules regarding alcohol consum pt ion  - the venue will be selling 

alcohol during the VSS! In areas where alcohol is sold - we cannot bring or consume our 

own. 


